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1. OVERVIEW 
We are pleased to announce the release of our latest CAI Property software. In addition to some brand new 
processes and reports, this update includes a large number of changes throughout the application and its 
reports - some you are sure to notice and others that are "behind the scenes" to make things run better and 
faster. 

These release notes details the most visible changes so you won't run into any surprises.  

The major projects include a brand new tax year closeout procedure and a revamped tax deed process with 
new methods to apply and track fees and costs. Tax summary panels and reports have had a facelift to 
include changes requested by the Treasurers' user group. A number of requested updates from Assessors 
are also included, along with a few mandated changes to abstract and statistical reports. 

We appreciate your input and ideas on the program changes that are most important to you. If you have 
any questions about the update please let us know. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When you need assistance with CAI Property, please remember to contact the Help Desk. 

Our service representatives will track your issue until it is resolved, making sure it gets taken care of as 
soon as possible. 

Contacting a member of our staff directly can result in your issue being delayed if they are out of the 
office or working on other projects. The Help Desk staff has full access to our entire team to give you the 
best service. 
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2. ASSESSOR 

2A. ASSESSMENT NOTICES 

 PRINT ASSESSMENT NOTICES 

 Reports | Batch Reports | Assessor | Assessment Notices | Click Print Assessment Notices button 

The panel has been redesigned to make it easier to use and to incorporate the following upgrades: 

1. Assessment Type ........................... Selecting either Regular or Corrected notices will enable/disable options that are 
specific to each type 

● Regular .......................... Parcel number from/to range enabled; correction date and text 
disabled 

● Corrected ....................... Correction date and text option enabled; parcel number range 
disabled 

2. Sort Order ..................................... New sort option added; existing options renamed 

● Primary Owner -  
Parcel Number ............... Sorts by primary owner's full name and parcel number (new) 

● Parcel Number ............... Sorts by parcel number 

● Zip Code -  
Primary Owner .............. Sorts by primary owner's mailing address zip code, primary 
owner's full name, parcel number 
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2B. CHARACTERISTIC BATCH UPDATE 

 DELETED VALUE RECORD 

 Farm and Land Characteristics 

It was possible that a value record could be deleted under the following circumstances: 

○ Characteristic had multiple categories 

○ One or more categories had land base cost records and at least one category did not 

○ Parcel was in an urban renewal area 

The program has been changed to prevent this from occurring. 

2C. EXEMPT PROPERTY 

 Select | Process | Exempt Property 

 VIEW PROPERTY MASTER 

Attempting to open Property Master from the parcel grid was actually opening the Public Property Master. 

 

The program has been changed to open the regular Property Master. 
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2D. HOMEOWNER'S EXEMPTION 

 EXCEPTION REPORT - ADDRESS COMPARISON 

 Reports | Exception Report Selection | Select No HOE - Matching Prop Mail Adrs 

This report is intended to help identify parcels that do not have a homeowner's exemption even though 
the owner(s) may qualify. It is typically used to contact owners who might benefit from the exemption and 
help them apply for it. 

In the past, it compared the primary owner/contact's mailing address to the parcel's primary property 
address. If the street number and name were exactly the same, an exception was triggered. 

It has been redesigned and the criteria changed to do a more thorough comparison and show more detail 
about the information used. 

ADDRESS EVALUATION 

The following criteria is used to determine which addresses to use: 

○ Property Address ................... All property addresses meeting the following criteria are evaluated 

● Parcel HOE ..................... None 

● Parcel Type .................... Real or Manufactured 

● Parcel Status .................. Active or Active-Remove 

● Parcel Exemption ........... Partial or None 

● Characteristic Type ........ Land, Commercial, Manufactured or Residential 

● Characteristic Status ...... Active or Active-Remove 

● Characteristic Address ... Street number not zero; street name not blank 

○ Owner Address ...................... All owner/contact addresses meeting the following criteria are evaluated 

● Owner HOE .................... None 

● Owner Group ................. Current owner(s) if Ownership Change flag is off 
Previous owner(s) if Ownership Change flag is on 

● Owner Address .............. Mailing or Residential 

COMPARISON CRITERIA 

An exception is triggered when the following criteria is met: 

● Street Number ............... Exact match 

● Street Name................... Exact match or high degree of similarity 

The report only shows owners (current or previous, depending on Ownership Change flag) and characteristics with 
addresses that are considered to be possible matches. For example, an owner address of 123 Main would be a possible 
match with characteristic addresses 123 Main, 123 E Main, 123 Mainard and 123 E Mainstream Ave Apt 12. 
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2E. LAND RECORDS 

 Select | Work Basket | Land Records | Select instrument | Right-click and select Create Noted Letter 

 NOTED LETTER 

● Report Changes ............................. Letter has been updated as follows 

● Format ........................... Updated look 
Added parcel's legal description and property address 
Formatted to fit #10 window envelope 

● Wording ......................... Minor wording changes and grammatical corrections 

Sample Noted Letter 
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2F. PARCEL REPORT - DETAILS 

 Reports | Batch Reports | Assessor | Parcel Reports - Detail 

 ADVANCED CATEGORY SELECTION 

Mailing Labels, Property Master 

Selecting advanced category option to filter by categories did not work properly. 

Reports have been changed to filter by advanced categories. This was not intended to be an option on labels 
and Property Master sheets but has now been added. 

 OCCUPANCY ROLL 

Detail Listing, Mailing Labels, Property Master 

Selecting option to filter by occupancy roll did not work properly. 

Reports have been changed to filter by occupancy type (occupancy or non-occupancy) when selecting a 
specific type rather than All. 

2G. PERSONAL PROPERTY 

 DECLARATION WORDING CHANGES 

● Regular Declaration ....................... Wording changed as approved by Assessors Association membership 

● Original .......................... I declare that the total cost of all owned Personal Property 
inventory is less than or equal to (Exemption Maximum) 

● Revised .......................... I declare that the total original acquisition cost of all owned 
Personal Property is less than or equal to (Exemption Maximum) 

○ NOTE ......................... (Exemption Maximum) is the amount shown in Personal Property 
Exemption Control table for the year being printed 

● Transient Instructions ................... Some wording was outdated. Instructions have been updated to match STC 
wording except where the forms in Property differ from theirs. In those cases, we 
have attempted to mirror the intent and purpose of STC wording as it applies to 
our forms. 

 NEW BUSINESS TRACKING 

● New Filter Option .......................... Added ability to filter by data range 

2H. STATISTICAL REPORTS 

 Reports | Batch Reports | Assessor | Statistical Reports 

 EXPANDED BRACKETS 

Statistical report brackets have been expanded to meet STC requirements. All brackets are now included 
even if there are no parcels falling within the from and to limits of a group. 
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2I. URBAN RENEWAL 

 EXPIRED URBAN RENEWAL PROJECTS 

The Property application uses Urban Renewal Projects to manage each revenue allocation area's (RAA) 
effective dates, starting and ending years, base and increment code areas, and the parcels within those code 
areas. During the life of a project, base and increment value records are created and used to allocate 
revenue to taxing districts and urban renewal agencies. Those records are copied from year to year during 
the primary and end-of-year copy processes. In the first year after a project ends, the value records had to 
be manually removed. 

The program has been changed to automate this. Each time characteristics with base and/or increment 
value records are copied from one year to the next, the copy process will check the ending year of the 
associated UR project to decide whether or not to copy those records. If the ending year is the same as the 
year being copied "from," base and increment value records will not copy to the next year, eliminating the 
need to manually remove them. 

NOTE All counties with urban renewal areas need to complete the following steps as soon as possible after this 
update is installed, even if you do not have any projects expiring this year. 

URBAN RENEWAL PROJECTS 

 Tools | Table Maintenance |  Assessor | Admin | Urban Renewal 

The automation built into the Property application will only work correctly if all UR projects are set up correctly. 
Review all projects and update as needed, paying special attention to the following fields. 

● Beginning Date .............. Date the urban renewal project was approved 

● Typically this is the passage date of an ordinance authorizing formation, expansion or other 
modification of a revenue allocation area 

○ New UR Area ............. Passage date of ordinance authorizing creation of a new revenue 
allocation area 

○  Modified UR Area ..... Passage date of ordinance authorizing modification of an existing 
revenue allocation area (annexation, de-annexation, etc.) 

● This date is critical. It is used for district setup and affects abstracts and levy calculations. 
Please make sure this date is correct and not estimated. 

● Beginning Effect Year .... First property year in which the RAA is authorized to begin generating revenue for 
the UR agency 

● Typically the year immediately following passage of ordinance; however, there are 
circumstances where it may be the same year as passage 

● Ending Effective Year ..... Last property year in which the RAA is authorized to generate revenue for the UR 
agency 

● Beginning year PLUS number of years in effect MINUS one 

● This year is critical. Please double-check the math to make sure it is correct 

PROJECTS EXPIRED IN 2017 

If you have any UR projects that have an effective ending year of 2017, review all characteristics on parcels 
associated with those projects in property year 2018 and delete all base and/or increment value records. 

NOTE Make sure you do not change any value records in property years that are closed. This should only 
be done in 2018. 
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3. AUDITOR 

3A. ABSTRACTS 

 AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATION 

 Tools | Batch Processing | Auditor | Process Abstract | Click Abstract/Recap Reports button 

A2 Abstract, District Abstract, District Recap, State Abstract 

Certification section wording has been updated to comply with changes approved by the Property Tax 
Rules Committee.1 The Auditor's certification now reads as follows, with emphasis added on the new 
wording. 

"(Auditor Name), being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he/she is the duly qualified and acting 
auditor in and for the county of (County Name), State of Idaho, and that the above and foregoing is a full, 
true and correct abstract of valuation of all property entered on the (Roll Description) for the year 
(Property Year), as certified by the assessor to the auditor and equalized by the Board of County 
Commissioners of said county in session as a board of equalization." 

The Assessor's certification wording did not change. 

3B. TAX CERTIFICATIONS 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Auditor | Tax Certification | Click Print icon 

 EXCEPTION REPORT - TAX CERT EXCEPTION LISTING 

● Report Changes ............................. Report has been reformatted and additional exception tests added 

● Invalid District ................ District does not exist in district table 

● Invalid District Type ....... District is not flagged as a certification district 

 
 

                                                           
1  ISTC Rule 509 - Verification of Abstracts of Value, paragraph 4 (Nature of Verification Document), approved March 2017, effective for 2018 

reporting 
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4. TREASURER 

4A. TAX DEED PROCESSING 

Treasurers typically spend a lot of time every year attempting to collect delinquent charges to help 
taxpayers avoid losing their property for non-payment. Several attempts are made to notify the right 
people and get the charges paid in a process that will otherwise end with a tax deed transferring ownership 
to the county. It can be a complicated journey, with a lot of mandatory steps and recordkeeping to ensure 
it was all done right. 

We have always received positive feedback on our unique Tax Deed process, and with this update, it gets 
even better! Over the past several months, we have designed and created a brand new way to work with 
tax deed-related fees and costs, along with some minor fixes and cosmetic changes. We are confident our 
users will agree this part of their job will be faster and easier to deal with. 

 

The new process came about after an Idaho Supreme Court decision a few years ago that clarified how 
Treasurers have to manage fees and costs associated with delinquent parcels subject to tax deed. 
Fortunately, we already had capabilities in place to help users comply with the ruling but it involved more 
hands-on work than we liked, along with some manual recordkeeping as well. All that has now been 
streamlined and is kept entirely within the Property application. 

We received a lot of feedback from our Treasurers’ User Group since the court issues its ruling. With a 
variety of options presented to us, we set out to build in as much flexibility as we could to make it work for 
everyone while still keeping it simple to use. The most significant changes include: 

○ New table to maintain tax deed-related fee and cost descriptions, with default unit counts and rates 

○ New process to assign fees and costs, review errors and apply charges to delinquent parcels (working with either 
one parcel at a time, a selected group of parcels or all delinquent parcels at once) 

○ New report listing the breakdown of fees and costs assigned and/or applied to parcels 

○ Updates to all 13 existing tax deed reports 

○ Updates to all Tax General Ledger reports to incorporate changes from the Tax Deed process 

We have also completed the documentation for the tax deed process, incorporating all the changes above. 
Training will be provided to help you take advantage of all the new capabilities. 

4B. TAX SUMMARY 

Tax Master Inquiry, Charge Summary, Summary of Taxes 

We have implemented a number of changes to these panels as requested by the Treasurers' User Group. 
All three generate the same report which has also been updated to mirror the panels. 

Taxes and certifications are shown first, separated into charges, adjustments and payments. Late charges 
and fees/costs are next, each showing the net total of charges and adjustments, then payments. Interest 
charges and payments are shown separately, followed by the net total amount due. 
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Tax Master Inquiry Report 

 

4C. TAX YEAR CLOSEOUT 

A new process has been created to allow users to close out a tax year after all charges have been fully 
satisfied. The Tax Year Closeout eliminates the need for CAI to manually make offsetting entries in the tax 
general ledger for districts that end up with small balances from rounding of charges, adjustments and 
payments.  

Users can now complete the process as needed with an automated process that is easy to use. Once 
completed, the adjustment report is turned over to the Auditor so their books can be closed out as well. 

We have new documentation available on our website to explain this new enhancement. 
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4D. TREASURER'S LETTER 

 Tax Master | Click Create Letter icon 

 FORMAT / SENDER TITLE 

The letter has been redesigned and reformatted to fit a standard #10 window envelope.  

The sender information has also changed. The sender name is based on the user ID used to sign in on the 
Property session where the letter is created. The name and title associated with that user ID will be used. 

Treasurer's Letter 

 

NOTE We recommend that you review the User File and make sure all names and titles are correct before creating 
any letters 

User File 

 Tools | Table Maintenance | Treasurer | User File 

Select a user in the grid at left to see its associated data. If any changes are needed, make sure to click the Apply button after 
updating a record. 
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5. WHAT'S NEXT? 

APEX SKETCH 

We are working with Apex to incorporate changes needed to allow you to use the latest version of their 
software. 

LAND RECORDS WORKBASKET 

We are currently working on changes to keep the Property application in sync with some work that is 
taking place in our Recording system. While most of this project will deal with the inner workings of 
Property, we'll also be changing the document type field to be the same in both applications. This will allow 
users to have better control over the types of recorded instruments that are brought into the land records 
workbasket. 

NEW LEGISLATION 

We are researching the following bills from the 2018 legislature that we think will impact the Property 
application. Changes will be made as needed. 

● HB492 - Disabled Veteran Tax Reduction 

● SB1230 - Payments to Oldest Delinquency 

● SB1231 - Late Charges on Subsequent Rolls 

NOTE If you are aware of other bills that you think we should know about, please send an email to our Help Desk 
with the bill number and any information that will help 

 
 
 
 
 


